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xtreme suite activex control module problems are generally caused by activex control (component object
model interface, or com interface) corruption, or if the codejock.controls.unicode.v15.2.1.ocx file has

been accidentally or maliciously removed. replacing your ocx file is generally a solution to fixing these
issues. in some cases, the windows registry is attempting to load a codejock.ocx file that no longer

exists, therefore we recommend running a registry scan to repair any invalid file path references. the
codejock.controls.v11.2.0.ocx is an executable file on your computer's hard drive. this file contains

machine code. if you start the software xtreme suite activex control module on your pc, the commands
contained in codejock.ocx will be executed on your pc. for this purpose, the file is loaded into the main

memory (ram) and runs there as a suitectrls process (also called a task). {ez_ad_units. the following ocx
errors may occur if the codejock.controls.unicode.v15.2.1.ocx file has been accidentally or maliciously

deleted: codejock.ocx has been deleted or corrupted codejock.ocx is missing from the system the
following ocx errors may occur if the codejock.controls.unicode.v15.2.1.ocx file has been accidentally or

maliciously removed: codejock.ocx is missing from the system codejock.ocx is corrupt and cannot be
loaded the following errors may occur if the codejock.controls.unicode.v15.2.1.ocx file has been deleted:
codejock.ocx has been deleted codejock.ocx has been moved to another location codejock.ocx has been

corrupted
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Codejock Software formed in 1998 with the simple goal of making software development easier and
cost effective. Its primary focus was to provide Windows developers with professional user interface
components for their desktop applications. Today, Codejock continues to lead the way by providing

cutting-edge interface components that empower customers with the tools to quickly deliver a
polished presentation. Its products are used by thousands of customers around the globe helping
them to save time and money as they produce professional applications. Please take caution in

ensuring the file is placed in the correct file directory. Following these instructions carefully should
resolve your codejock.controls.v15.0.1.ocx error, but we recommend running a brief check. To

confim it's resolved, try starting up Xtreme Suite ActiveX Control Module to see if the error can be
triggered. Codejock Xtreme Suite Pro (ActiveX) and Codejock Xtreme ToolkitPro (Visual C++ MFC)

provide Windows developers with a sophisticated set of components to give your application a
professional, modern appearance. Codejock is now downloaded and ready to install. Once unzipped,
all of the files will be in a new folder called Adobe Software Update. You'll need a valid Adobe ID to

complete the installation process. Installing the Codejock.Controls.Unicode.v15.2.1.ocx file manually
is one of the best and easiest ways to resolve your errors. Simply place the

Codejock.Controls.Unicode.v15.2.1.ocx file in the Windows directory, and run the "Regsvr32.exe"
program provided. The Codejock.Controls.Unicode.v15.2.1.ocx ActiveX Control Module needs to be

registered in order for you to install Xtreme Suite ActiveX Control Module. This control has a
dependency on Codejock.Controls.Unicode.v15.2.1.ocx. If for some reason that file is not registered,

you should uninstall Xtreme Suite ActiveX Control Module. Once Xtreme Suite ActiveX Control
Module is uninstalled, you can run regsvr32.exe and this error should be resolved. 5ec8ef588b
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